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二MONADIC SECOND ORI）ER LOGIC WITH AN  
ADDED QtJANTIFIER Q  
By   
Chiharu MIZUTANl  
Introductioll  
In this paper，We Willshow that a monadiL：SeCO7ulwderlogic with a7Z ad（led  
卿御物勧′QねdβC窟加わJβ．  
We begin with a description of some knownfactsconcernlng the decision pro－  
blem for the predicate calculus．It was originally shown by L．L6wenheim（1951）  
that   
（1）The monadic fragment of（first order）predicate calculus with equalityis  
decidable．  
Simpler proofs of（l）have been given Th．Skolem（1919）and H．Behmann（1922），  
Likewise thereis the following result for the predicatecalculus haviug the Chang  
quantiner：   
（2）Themonadicfragmentof predicatecalculuswitllOute（1ualitycolltaillingthe  
Chang quanti丘eris decidable．（A．Mostowski；1957）  
A．Slomson has extended this resultfurther byproving，Withthe semantic method，  
that   
（3）Themonadic fragmentof predicatecalculuswith theChang quant拍erand  
equalityis decidable．（Cf．［1］）  
On the other hand，itis also well－known that   
（4）The monadic setond orderlogicis decidable．  
The sequentialresults mentioned abovelead usin a naturalwaytothe fo1low・  
ing“semantic”question：Is the monadic second orderlogic with the Chang quan－  
ti丘er decidable？  
We extend this question to the decision problem formulated“syntactica11y”  
below；Which turns to have an a疏rmative answer．  
Let L，be a monadic second ordel・logicwith an addedquanti且er Q，Which will  
be de丘ned explicitlyin§1．In addition to the usualsymboIs cmployed，L has（a）  
two sorts of unary predicate variables：free and bound，（b）no constants except  
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logicalconstants（includingthequantifierQ），（C）equality，（d）propositionalconstants：  
T，⊥．Foraxiomsequentsandru1esofinference，eXCeptthose for LK，L has rules  
Ofinference for secondorderquanti丘ers，aruleofinferenceforQ（CalledYasuhara’s  
Q－rule，Cf．［2］），and the fo1lowing essentially new axiom sequent for the second  
Order quanti丘er ヨ and Q：  
（Q〃）A（〃）→（］ぎ）（（Q〃）（A（〃）∧紳））＜（Q〃）（d（ぴ）＜「鋤））），   
Where A（＊）is a formulain L．  
Now，Our queStion becomes“IsL，decidable？”；andwewillshowthattheanswer  
to this problemis“Yes”．   
In order tosoIvethis problem，We Shallprove akind of a representation theo－  
rem（Called“Main theorem”below），by a purely syntactic method，Whichis ex・  
plained as fo1lows．  
Let CE（＊）be the formula  
∧絹血畔）α丘（α）（＊）   
Where Eis a map from a丘nite set of free predicate variables to‡＋．－）andα＋（＊）  
Stands forα（＊），α－（＊）stands for rα（＊）．Let（］iv）Ci（V）be a formulaexpressing that  
”there are exactlyi＊’s which satisfy CE（＊）”．Then our Main theorem states：   




g＝0，1，…，2▲1r（∬＋1）－1   
（わ777（£）＝（αユ，…，α几）  
（ヨ旬）Cま（即）  
（Q〃）C£（ぴ）  i  
Now our problem can be soIvedimmediately as an application of this Main  
theorem．The reason why we use the syntactic methodisbecauseit gives us the  
following advantages：   
（i）Thereare two kinds ofsemanticinterpretations for Q（i．e．asthe Chang  
quanti丘er and as thein丘nitequanti丘er），but syntacticallywe are able to prove the  
decidability of Lindependently of them．   
（ii）Our proof of Lemma3in§4gives a syntactic proof of（1）and（3）．  
Thispaper consistsof foursections．After formulatinga monadicsecond order  
logic L with an added quanti丘er Q explicitlyin§1，We Shallstate our Main theo－  
remin§2，Whichwi11be provedin§4．In§3，We Shallgive丘ve applications of  
Main theorem．Our entire proofin§4willbe carried out concretely by a proof－  
theoretic method．This syntactic proofis made possible as a consequence of the   
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theory underlying the work“Objectlogicand morphismlogic”［4］（initiatedbyN．  
Motohashi）．In the proof of Lemma4，Which corresponds totheinduction step of  
the elimination of second order quanti丘ers，We are forced to adopt the new axiom  
Sequent Which was described previously．Butthis new axiomsequent can beinter－  
Preted as“anin丘nite set can be dividedinto two disjointin丘nite sets”，and soit  
is not contrary to our“mathematicalcommonsense”．It seems，therefore，quite re－  
asonable to adoptit as one of our axiom sequents．   
Iarn deeplyindebted to Dr■NobuyoshiMotohashifor pointingout thesigni－  
ficance of this“question”and for his valuable suggestions．  
§1．Log・ic L  
l．SymboIs of L．  
The symboIs of L are dividedinto丘ve groups as follows：  
1．1）血dZがZ血αJむα7′gαゐJβ5：  
Free variables：a，b，‥・，X，y，…（With or withoutsubscripts），  
Bound variables：u，V，…   （with orwithout subscripts）．  
1．2）こ玩αクツ♪柁d云cαねびαγ£α∂Jβぶ：   
Free variables：α，β，…   （With or without subscripts），  




So，it should be noted that L has noindividualconstant，function constant or  
Predicate constant except thesymbol＝．Weshalluse the quanti丘er symboIs∀，］  
both as arst order quanti丘ers andas secondorder quanti丘ers，and thesymboIQ as  
a丘rst order quanti丘er．ThesymboIs⊃and≡are uSed as abbreviations as usual．  
2．Formation rules．  
The rules of formation for the formulasin L are usualones with the follow－  
1ng added clause：  
2．1）If A（x）is a formulain L and visa boundvariablewhichdoesnotoccur  
in A（x），then（Qv）A（V）is a formulain L．  
Formulasin L wi11be denoted by A，B，C，…（With or without subscripts）．If  
A（〔r）and B（x）are formulasin L and vis a bound variable which does not occur  
in B（∬），then byA（加B（u））we shalldenote the formula obtained fromA（α）bysu．b－  
Stituting B（＊）forα（＊）in A（α）．Notice that A（加B（V））is dennedsoas tobe afor・   
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mulabyavoiding anycollision of the bound variables・   
Asequentin Lisacon缶guration ofthe formr→A，Whererand A are丘nite  
（possibleempty）setsofformulasinL・Note thatthis de丘nitionis not essentially  
different from the usualone．We shalltherefore express（Al，…，A肌‡→iBl，‥・，Bn〉  
byAl，‥・，A，n→Bl，・・・，Bn andIllUI72→AlUA2bylll，172→Jl，A2aS uSual・  
3．Axioms andinference rules for L．  
We use the axioms and the rules ofinference forL whicharedividedintothe  
fo1lowlng four groups．  
3．1）The axioms and the rules ofinference of the丘rst order caiculus LK  
which are formulatedin Gentzen’s style．  
3．2）工nference rules for second order quantiBers∀，］：  
r→J，A（α）  A（加β（〃〉），r→d  
（→∀）  （∀→）   
r→J，（∀ぞ）A（∈）   
Jl－→」，A（加β（ぴ））  
ノ‾’一→」   
（ヨ→）・ てi丁 ，（→∃）  J’→」，（］ぎ）A（∈）  
Wherethefreepredicatevariableαin（→V），（ヨ→）doesnotoccurinthelowersequent・   
3．3）Axiomsequentfor thequantiaer Qand the second order quantiaer ヨ：  
（Q〃）A（が）→（ヨ∈）（（Q〃）（A（ぴ）∧紳））∧（Q再（A（〃）∧「ぎ（〃））ト   
3．4）Inferenceru1e for the quanti丘er Q（Yasuhara’s Q－rule）：  
（A（α）），r→J，β1（α），…，β，も（α）  
（Q）   
（（Qぴ）A（ぴ）），r→J，（Qぴ）β1（可，  
Wherein the upper Sequent the antecedent contains at mostone formulain which  
a occurs，the succedent may contain no formulasin which a occurs，and a does  
not occurin thelower sequent．  
LEMMA．The followlng SequentS are prOVablein L：   
（i）（Qぴ）A（か）→（ヨむ）A（が），   
（ii）（∀ぴ）A（が）→（Qむ）A（ぴ），   
（iii）（Qv）（A（V）vB（V））→（Qv）A（v）＞（Qu）B（V），   
（iv）（Q〃）A（即），（Yぴ）（A（む）⊃β（が））→（Q〃）β（ぴ），   
（Ⅴ）（Q〃）（α＝ぴ）→，   
（Vi）（Q〃）A（ぴト→（Qむ）（A（即）＜〃≠α1），   
（Vii）（Qぴ）A（が）→（Q〃）（A（〃）＜即≠勘∧‥・∧ぴ≠αγl），   
（Viii）（伽）A（〃ト→（ヨz‘1）…（ヨ妬乙）（々（勘，…，Z‘沌）∧A（仇）∧‥・∧A（7J花）），   
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where Lg（ul，‥・，un）is an abbreviation for ∧ ui≠uj・  
1≦tくJ≦几   
Thislemmais easilyproved，SOWe Omitit．Butit should be noted thatwe  
havetouseacut－ruleintheproofof（Vi）．Therefore，Cutru1es can notbe eliminatr  
edin our system L．  
§2．Main theorem  
DEFINIT10NS AND NoTAT王ONS：A tui）eis a mapping from a丘nite set offree  
Predicate variables toi＋，－〉．We shalldenote typesby E，丁，…（With or without  
Subscripts），and the domain of a type£by dom（e）．A type＝wi11be cal1ed a type  
OVer dom（言）．C三（a）is an abbreviation for theformula  
∧峰紬批（りαぞ（α）（α），   
WhereαrT（a）is a formula（で（a）andα‾（a）is a formula r（Y（a），andif dom（e）is the  
empty set then C占（a）means the propositionalconstant T．Let（交 be a repetition－  
free enumeration of dom（e），then we mayidentify dom（三）with皮for convenience  
Sake．When dom（＝）is to be emphasized，CE（a）may be expressed by C已（a，皮）．   
If▲4（x）is a formulain Landiisanon－negativeinteger，WeShalluse（ヨiv）A（u）  
as an abbreviation for  
（ヨ之Jl）…（ヨ仇）（∀可（布（ぴ1，…，び官）／′＼（A（〃）≡（ぴ＝〃1＼ノ…∨ぴ＝仇）））・   
A sentenceillLis a formulainLwith no freeindividualvariables．So，a SentenCe  
in L may be have free predicate variables．If Aisa formulain L，by nsq（A）and  
Tちね（A），We mean the number of second order quanti丘ers and丘rstorderquanti丘ers，  
respectively，Which occurin A．Then our Main theorernis as follows：  
MAIN THEOREM：エβf dわβα5β7富ねクZCβわzエ相加5βカ■ββ少′βdゴビαggむαア′オαみJβざα7′♂  










The sentences of the form（］iv）Ce（v），（Qu）CE（V）wi11be called Basic seniences  
OVerthe domain qfこbelow．We shallgive a proof of our Main theoremin§4．   
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§3．Some applications of Main theorem  
ByトL．r→A，We mean the sequent r→Ais provablein L and byトLA，the  
formula Ais provablein L．  
1．Decidability of L  
For any sentence A（α1，…，αn）in L whosefr・eepredicatevariablesarea11among  
α1，…，α勅1et（∀El）…（∀fn）A（∈l，…，En）bethesentencewhichresultsfromA（α1，・・・，α，！）  
On binding，by the quantiner∀，allof the predicate variables that occur freein  
A（α1，…，αn）．Thenitis clearthat  
トLA（α1，…，αn）if and onlyifトL（∀ぞ1）…（∀‡，L）A（fl，・・・，言n）．  
Now，by our Main theorem，（∀El）・・・（∀E，L）A（fl，…，‡1と）is equivalentto a Boolean  
COmbination of Basic sentences over the empty set（i．e．T）in L．Hence  
（∀El）…（∀En）A（fl，…，fn）and so A（al，・・・，αn）is decidableinL・  
2．Completeness of Lwith respect to some semantics・  
DEFINITIONS：AnL－StruCtu77？is a pair（酬，QI），Wherel％Eis anin丘nite set and  
QIis a map from the set consisting of allfree predicatevariablesandthepredicate  
constant“＝”of L to the set of丘nitaryrelations on191lsuch that（i）9Ⅰ（α）⊆19‡1for  
any free predicate variableα；（ii）QI（＝）is theidentity relation onl％L We shall  
express L－StruCtureS（㈲，％），…by乳…Simply・  
Let乳be anエーStruCture，A（xl，…，Xn）be a formulain L，and al，…，an bein  
間，thenwede丘nethe relational，…，anSaiisjiesA（xl，…，Xn）in乳which we write  
9IF＝A［al，・・・，an］，aS One Obtained from usualde丘nition by adding the following  
induction step：   
Suppose that A（xl，・・・，Xn）is of the form（Qu）B（2，，3l，‥・，Xn）：  
（1）9tF＝（Qv）B（v）［al，…，an］ifandonlyif thereexistexactly葡elementsa’sin㈲  
SuCh that9tF＝B［a，al，・・・，an］；Or  
（2）乳巨（Qv）B（V）［al，・・・，an］ifandonlyifthereexist atleastw elementsa’sin r9tL  
SuCh that9IF＝B［a，al，…，an］．  
Qissaid to beinterpretedas theChangqlianti7ier（OraStheiql言nitequantt7i＠r）  
in case（1）（Orin case（2））・Wheneverwemakenoreferencetothequanti丘erQ  
particularly，One mayinterpret Q as either the Chang quanti丘erorthein丘nite  
quanti丘er．  
Let9Ibe an L－StruCture，（r→A）（xl，・・・，∬n）be a sequentin L，Where allfree  
variables which occurin the elements ofl「∪．ゴare among xl，…，3n，and al，・・・，a，L  
bein乳then wede魚ne the relation al，・・・，an Satiミ汚es（r→A）（xl，・・・，Xn）in軋which   
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We Write as聖巨（r－→A）［al，・”，an］，in the following manner：  
乳F＝（r→A）［al，…，a花］if and onlyif QI匪A［a，，・・・，an］for some A（xl，…，Xn）in r，  
Or 9tF＝B［al，…，a，L］for some B（xl，・・・，XIL）in A．A formula A（xl，…，Xn）（Sequent  
（r→A）（xl，…，Xn））is valid，denoted by巨A（F＝ノ’→A），if and onlyifitissatis丘ed by  
al，・・・，a托in乳for any al，・・・，anin E叫and any軋  
Note that since we consider thein丘nite models only，the sequents which are  
PrOVablein L are valid frorn the above de丘nition，  
THEOREM（Completeness）：Asentenceis♪rouableinLifandonb，げitis valid．  
PROOF．Suppose Ais a sentencein L．Itis obvious thatif Ais provablein  
L，，thenitis valid by the previous notes，and so we may only prove“if”part of  
the theorem．We assume that Ais valid．  
Let A be A（6），nSq（A）≦N andチら柏（A）≦K Then by our Main theorem Ais  
equivalent to a Boolean combination C of the Basic sentences over皮in L．If虎is  
the zero－SequenCe（i．e．，thelength of虎is equaltozero），thenCistheBooleancom－  
bination of the Basic sentences over the empty set（i．e．T）and so eitherトLA≡T  
orトLA…⊥holds．By the hypothesis Ais valid，SOトLA≡T must hold．Hence  
Ais provablein L．Therefore we may assume that虎is a non－ZerO－SequenCe・  
Suppose Cis of the form  
q  †●i  
∧ Vか宜J  
す＝1ブ＝1  
and（Dil，・・・，Di，i）＝（rAil，…，rAini，Bil，…，Binil，WhereAil，・・・，Ainiarernutuallydis－  
tinct Basicsentences over a，Bil，・・・，BimiarealsomutuallydistinctBasic sentences  
OVer皮，and mi＋ni≦ri．Then the followlng equlValence relations hold：  
r乞  
トLAiffトLVDi］for anyieil，・・・，ql  
J＝1  
iffトLBil＞…＞Bimi＞「AilV…＞「A叫foranyiG（1，‥・，q）  
iffトLAil，・・・，4軌→Bil，…，Bi，nifor anyi∈il，‥・，q†・  
Since such equivalence relations also hold for’Validity by the previous notes，We  
need only prove that for anyiG（1，…，q），  
F＝Ail，・・・，Aini・→Bil，…，BimilmpliesトLAil，…，Aini→Bil，…，Bimi・  
To show this，itis su氏cient to prove that for any distinct Basic sentences Al，・・・，  
An over皮and any distinct Basic sentences Bl，・・・，B，n OVer免  
F＝Al，…，An→Bl，…，BmimpliesトLAl，…，An→β1，・・・，B机   
in general．   
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Let r。＝（Al，・・・，An），A。＝（Bl，・・・，B肌）and assume that r。－→A。is not provablein  
L．Let¢be the set  
r（抽）Cぞ（〃）  
l（Qが）C∈（ぴ）  
才＝0，1，…，2〃し打＋1）－1   
血憫（こ）＝皮  
??????
Then using a cut－rule we can easily construct the sets r，Jwhich satisfy the fol－  
lowing properties（1），（2）and（3）：   
（1）ro⊆J「and∠ゴ。⊆」；   
（2）J▲’∪∠J＝¢；   
（3）r→Ais not provablein L．  
We putr－r。＝iA，1．1，…，As〉，A－A。＝（B仇÷1，・・－，BL）（S十t＝面＜仙）and weconsideI・the  
following condition［＊］．  
（4）Ai＝Bj for somei，j such thatl≦i≦n，1≦j≦m；  
Or（5）Ai＝（ヨ2）v）C∈（V）and Aj＝（ヨqu）C空（v）for some♪≠q，e，i，j；  
Or（6）Ai＝（Qv）Ce（V）and Aj＝（］kv）C己（V）for some k，三，i，j；  
Or（7）i（Qぴ）C亡（可）d。m（り；言⊆』．  
［＊］  
If［＊］holds，then r→Ais provablein L．In fact，We aSSume that［＊］holds and so  
atleast one of（4ト（7）holds，If（4）or（5）holds thenトLIl→Aisclear，andif（6）holds  
thenitisalsoobviousbyusing（Viii）oflemma．In the case of（7），We Can PrOVe that  
トL→（（Qv）Ce（V））＜l。坤）＝ニfrom卜LVd。，n（り＝；C£（x）and（iii）oflemma，henceトLr→A・  
Therefore，匪Lr→Aimplies that the condition［＊］does not hold，and soitis ade－  
quate for our purposes to show P［1→A on the assumption that the condition［＊］  
does not hold．   
Suppose that the condition［＊］does not hold（i．e．，allof（4ト（7）are not true）・  
Since（4）is not true，allof elementsofllu∠ゴaremutually distinct Basic sentences  
OVer虎by the construction of r，A．Soeach of them has an uniquely correspond－  
ing type over皮．We can assume，therefore，that£iCOrreSPOnds to Ai（1≦i≦s），  
and TjtO Bj（1≦j≦t）．Bythe hypothesis，thefollowingare easily checked：   
（8）£名≠∈ブif f≠ブ，   
（9）Ei＝Tj holdsin the following three cases only：  
9．1・  A宜＝（ヨγiぴ）CE豆（即），βブ＝（］物）Cr∫（ぴ），れ≠ざブand舅＝TJ；  
9・2・  Ai＝（ヨriv）Cei（V），Bj＝（Qv）CTj（v）andEi＝Tj；  
9・3・  Ai＝（Qv）Cci（v），Bj＝（ヨSJv）C｛j（V）and Ei＝Tj・  
Owing to these（8），（9）；for each ei，TjWe Can de点neits degree d（Ei），d（Tj），reSpeC－  
tively，aS follows：   
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if A宜＝（］γ‘ぴ）C。乞（可，  
if ノ1宜＝（Q〃）C亡£（れ  
d（三乞）＝ 
†ご  
WhereJCis an arbitraryinfinite cardinalnumber．And  
d（Tj）＝2N（K＋1）if Tj≠Elfor anyl≦i≦s．  
Clearly（＝i，Tj：1≦i≦s，1≦j≦t）＝（E：dom（E）＝if），SO We COuld de丘ne the degree d（E）  
for each e such that dom（e）＝皮．Then，for each E With dom（三）＝斤We Shallde丘ne  
a set先of freeindividualvariablesby  
（αノ：ン＜d（三））if（拇）＞0，  




Ud。m（s）2；．i（a）軒先for anyα∈虎，  
the ernpty set for any free predicatevariableα¢皮．  ＝ i  
91（α）  
Then軋＝／C because（Qv）Ce（v）∈r for some E With dom（E）＝虎On the assumption that  
（7）does not hold，SO9Iis an L－StruCture．AndIl→Ais not satis丘edin9I．In order  
toshow this，it su魚ces to prove that製F＝Aifor anyiand乳声Bj for anyj．We  
丘rst show that the following［＋］holds：  
［＋］  ix∈I9ri：9tF＝Cミ（x））＝先  for any e with dom（E）＝風  
［Proof］（⊇）Let x∈義andletαbeineE．If E（α）＝＋，thenx∈乳（α）by thede丘nition  
OfⅦ（α）and so乳F＝α（x）．Hence翫F＝αE（α）（x）．If s（α）＝－，then頑閻（α）by the de丘ni－  
tion of9Ⅰ（α）and so9t岸α（x）．Hence 耽F＝αE（α）（x）．We can therefore conclude that  
9tF：αE（a）（x）．This shows that  
製巨∧。∈言α叩）（∬）i．e．，Ⅵ巨C£（∬）  
Sinceαis an arbitrary memberin皮．   
（⊆）Letx4：羞andこ吋耽I．Then x∈芯Iforsome£′≠Ewithdom（E′）＝虎．By6′≠e，  
£′（α）≠e（α）for someαin虎．Thereforeif e（α）＝＋，then e′（α）＝－and so∬蹄（α）by  
the de丘nition of乳（α）．Hence乳岸α（x），thatis，9I声αg（α）（x）．If e（cr）＝－，then E′（α）＝＋  
and so x∈9I（α）by the de丘nition of9I（α）．Hence9IF＝α（x），thatis，乳匡αe（a）（x）．We  
can therefore conclude that QI岸αE（a）（x）．This shows that耽岸Ce（x），SO Our prOOf of  
［＋］is completed．  
Now supposel≦i≦s．We can divide our proofintotwo cases accordingto the  
form of Ai，Since Aiis a Basic sentence．   
Casel・Ai＝（ヨriv）C£i（v）・X；i＝ribecause d（ei）＝れ・Henceby［＋］，  
ix∈㈲：91F＝CEi（x）i＝ri，thatis，軋F＝Ai・   
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Case2・Ai＝（Qv）Cei（V）・羞i＝〟because d（Ei）＝H．Hence by［＋］，  
（∬∈閻：乳巨Cモ乞（∬）1＝〝・  
IfQisinterpreted as thein丘nite quantiaer，then clear1y乳F＝AiaSJC≧w．1f Qis  
interpretedas the Chang quanti丘er，then also璧F：Aiby 璧＝忙．In any case，it foト  
lows ther’efore that9IF＝Aifor anyl≦i≦s，   
AIso，SuPPOSel≦j≦t．IfTj≠8ifor anyl≦i≦s，then d（Tj）＝2N（K＋1）without  
reference totheform of Bj．So，d（Tj）isnot anintegerless than2N（K＋1）and fur－  
thermoreitis not応．Hence翫声B］．If Tj＝eL for somel≦i≦s，then the possibility  
islimited to the previous case（9）．But牝F＝Aiholdsin any subcase9．1．－9．3．of  
CaSe（9），andso歌声Bi．Inanycase，itfollows therefore that9tF＝Bjfor anyl≦j≦t．  
Thus we have shown 軋匡Il－＋A and 聖声1T。→A。．HenceJl。→J。is not valid．  
This completes our proof of Completeness theorem．  
3．Compactness of ttle Chang quanti丘er  
For anyin丘nite set r of sentencesinL of power G≧w，the followlng theorem  
llOlds．  
THEOREM（Compactness of the Chang quanti丘er）：Lf Qisinte坤reted as the  
Cゐα7‡g曾ZJα乃才痛打，g加乃rカαぶα椚Odβgげα花do招かげα呵′．和之加ぶ〟わざβ才〆rゐαざα  
〝7♂dβg．  
PROOF．As“onlyif”partis obviously shown，We need only prove”if”part．   
Suppose thatany丘nite subsetof rhas a model．Leti2be the set ofallpre－  
dicatevariables thatoccurfreeinr．ClearlyB≦Kbutif歪＜ぶthenwe can make  
B＝JCbyaddingto L2newfreepredicatevariableswhich do not occurin r．Let  
¢be the set of Basic sentences over each丘nitesubset ofL2，SOitis clearthat函＝  
K．Thenlet（Cリ：L・＜H）be a repetition－free enumeration of allelements of＠，and  
we shallconstruct an extension r of r as follows：  
ro＝r；  
rリ∪（Cリ1if any丘nite subset of rリ∪（Cy）has a model，  
ruu‡rCp†otherwise；  （  
r汗1  
rリ＝Up＜JTp  ifリisalimit ordinal；  
and  
r＝∪りく．rリ．   
By the construction of r，itis easily seen that r has the following properties：   
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（1）r⊆r，  
（2）any負nitesubsetofj；hasamodel，  
（3）Piscompleteabout¢；thatis，A∈Por rA∈PforanyA∈吼  




Note that this de丘nitionis we11・defined froIn the properties of r．For any two  
typess，丁，bywriting e＜T We mean thatTis an extensionof三aS a maPPing．Then  
e＜Timplies d（s）≧d（丁）．Becauseif £＜T and d（三）＜d（丁），then there exists a丘nite  
Subset of r which has no models by trivialclassification．   
Afull－わ少eis an elementof（＋，一）D．For any full－tyPef，Wehave a type三＜f  
With the fo1lowing property［＊］：   
［＊］e＜T＜fimplies d（丁）＝d（£），for any type T．  
We take such a type s at willand丘Ⅹit．We callthis三 ajixedわ少e df，Write  
Ef，and de丘ne the degree of thefulトtypefby  
d（′）＝d（∈′）．  
Then the following hold：   
（Ⅰ）For any type e over a丘nite subset of Lプsuch that d（∈）＜叫  
d（£）＝ヱ′＞ぞd（′）．   
（ⅠⅠ）Letebe either a丘Ⅹed typeofsome full－tyPe Or a type With d（£）＝ぷ⊥or応・  
Then there exists a fulトtypef＞£SuCh that d（e）＝d（jt）．  
［Proof of（Ⅰ）］We丘rst note thatiffis afulトtype andf＞e，then d（f）≦d（e）・Let  
s bea type overafinite subsetof L2withd（E）＜叫andlet軌be a setif：f＞e and  
d（f）＞0）．Then g‘is afinite set．Otherwise，there exists k－elementsfl，・・・，ム（k＞  




Where Ti＝己fiUE；Efiisa丘Ⅹedtype off；（i＝1，…，k）・Then consider aset  
（（ヨ腔軸）CT乞（ぴ）：1≦言≦利∪（ヨ抑旬）C‘（わ‡・  
Thissetisafinitesubset ofr but has nomodels．Thisis contrary to the property  
OfIl．Hence g£is a丘nite set．   
Moreoverif d（s）≠E／，Ed（f）then thereis a丘nitesubsetofP whichhasno   
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models，COntradicting to the property of r．  
［Proof of（ⅠⅠ）〕If＝is a fixed type of some full－tyPe，We have nothing to prove・  
Assumefirstthatd（s）＝′CL．Fromthedelinitionof d（E），（Qv）Ce（L，）∈戸．   
Now，1et X，＝〈αレ：リ＜′こ〉＝L？－dom（∈），and we shallde昆ne a set Yr＝（j3y：ソ＜忙‡  
which satisfies the following conditions（1）c and（2）r：   
（1）x：fol－eaChi｝＜疋，∫ヨン（＊）＝αレ（＊）or「n・む（＊）・   
（2）K：for each丘nite subsetレ。Of疋，  
r∋（Q蛸C己（〃）∧∧舟諦加））・   
Supposeこ＜疋andwe have defined Y三＝（J5＞：ン＜；1soas tosatisfy theconditions  
（1）；and（2）こ，but that（2）こ＿1is not satisRedif we putβこ（＊）＝α；（＊）・We show that  
in this caseitis satis丘edif we putβ；（＊）＝「亡Y；（＊）・   
On theassumption that（2）こrlis notsatisfied，thereis some finite subsetこo of  
；such that  
r串（Q〃）（C8（〃）／▲＼ん∈；。あ（〃）∧α；（叫）・  ［1］  
Let7。be any缶nite subset ofこandletqo＝こ0∪7u，then asqtIis a負nite subset of  
；，it follows that  
r∋（Q〃）（CE（〃）∧ん呵講（即）），  




If［2］holds，then since；。⊆q。，  
r∋（Q〃）（Cg（〃）∧ん。こ。βレ（即）∧αこ（が）），  
COntradicting to［1］．Therefore［3］holds．Butヮ0⊆qo，SO  
r∋（Q〃）（Cぞ（ぴ）∧ん朝凪（〃）＜「αく（が））・   
Thus we can de丘ne Yi＋1SOaStOSatisfy the conditions（1）こ十1and（2）く十l・If∈  
is alimit ordinal，then we de丘ne yと＝Uレ＜こ坑，and Y；＝Uこ＜，y；．This yt satis丘es  
（1），and（2）f．The full－typeis now de丘ned as fo1lows：   
′二†血m（．）＝王  
に 
制＝ foranyα兢  
＊）  
Thenitis obvious s＜jt and d（j：）＝G十＝d（£）by our construction．Therefore（ⅠⅠ）   
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holdsif（7（∈）＝∬十．  
Suppose next that d（e）＝／C．By the de丘nition of d（s），  
P∋「（ヨIu）C£（V）foranyi＜（〃andj；∋「（Qu）C已（u）．  
Nowlet＆＝（什り：ン＜〝‡＝L？－dom（E），and we shalldeJine a set Yi＝（j3，：リ＜〝）which  
Satis鮎s the following conditions（1），and（2），：   
（1）N：for eachン＜JC，βシ（＊）＝αレ（＊）or r（Yレ（＊）．   
（2）．：for each丘nitesubsetレ。Of〟，  
f∋「（ヨ匂）（C∈（〃）∧∧呵藩（輔foranygく川  
and  
タラ「（Qぴ）（Cg（〃）∧ん軸ヨレ（輔．   
Suppose；＜JCand we have defined坑＝仏：ン＜こ）soas tosatisfy theconditions  
（l）；and（2）E，but that（2）；十1is not satisfiedif we put／3c（＊）＝αこ（＊）．We show that  
in this caseitis satisfiedifwe putβこ（＊）＝「α；（＊）・LetギO be any finite subset of  




If［2］does not hold，then by the properties ofll，  
Jl∋（Qわ（C∈（〃）∧∧嘲講（む）∧「α碑））・  
While，SinceりOis afinite subse亡Of；andユ1satisnes（2）（，  
戸∋「（Q乙，）（C‘（〃）∧ん即。βp（む））・  
Hence we have a丘nite subset  
（（Qv）（CE（v）＜＾．∈ワ。βリ（V）∧「αこ（V）），「（Qu）（Ce（v）∧＾シ即。βy（V））〉  
ofP whichhas no modelsin contradictionto theproperty ofP．Therefore［2］  
holds and so we need only to prove［1］．  
By assumption，there exists a丘nite subset；。Of；such that，either  
I7∋（］iv）（C∈（u）＜＾．∈こ。βレ（v）∧αこ（v））for somei＜（I，   
r∋（Q〃）（C∈（ぴ）＜∧レ∈こ。βレ（む）∧αこ（〃））・  
Or  
Itis easily seen that［4］does not holdinthesamemannerinwhichwehaveshown  
that［2］holds．Therefore［3］only holds．Nowleta。＝∈。Uヮ0・Since qoisa丘nite  
Subset of∈，  
P∋「（］旬）（C占（〃）＜ん。げ。βレ（州ねranyf＜一山  ［5］   
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by the hypothesis of（2）こ．Hence，the following［6］or［7］holds：  
ii∋「（ヨIu）（C∈（v）∧∧レ∈，，。／ヨレ（V）∧αこ（y））foranyi＜w  
P∋「（］iu）（Cミ（u）∨∧レ∈。．，鋤）＜「αこ（V））foranyi＜（・）  






On the other hand，by［5］，  
P∋「（ヨ叛明（C。（可／＼∧勅ノ3レ（州  
also holds．So we have a丘nite subset ofllwhich has no models，COntradicting to  
the property of r．  
Suppose［6］holds．Since；。⊆q。and［3］holds，if we takej＜a・Which satis丘es  
［3］，We have a丘nitesubset  
‡（ヨ呵（C。（〃）＜ん。こ。βレ（〃）∧α〔（州，「（ヨ乞抽Cβ（即）＜∧申。βレ（乙，）∧αこ（州：窟≦ノ）  
which hasnomodels．ThisalsocontradictstothepropertyofP．Hence［7］holds．  
Therefore［1］holds as770⊆go．  
We have now de点ned y去十1SO aS tO Satisfytheconditions（1）〔ト1and（2）〔十1．The  
de負nitions of n andj；are similar to the case d（e）＝ぶ，and theylead tof＞E and  
d（エ）＝JC＝d（∈）；SO Our PrOOf of（ⅠⅠ）is completed．  
Now we return to the proof of the theorem．Let8 be a set（e：8is a触ed  
type oratype ofd（e）＝G十，E）；andlet g＝ijt：e∈8l，then clearly亘＝E．For each  
f∈g，We de丘ne a set孝f Of freeindividualvariables by  
iαノ：リ＜d（′））if d（／）＞0，  




U／∈乳∫（α）；＋耳′ foranyα∈β，  





that the following（ⅠⅠⅠ）and（IV）hold．   
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（ⅠⅠⅠ）（x∈㈲：9IF＝C。（x）〉＝Ugくf（g草f for any type e・   
（ⅠⅤ）IfD∈¢，thenD∈Pifandonlyif？tF＝D．  
［Proofof（ⅠⅠⅠ）］Fixanarbitrarys．（⊇）Suppose3∈∪こ＜JEg旦「，then x∈耳fforsome  
E＜f∈g．Letα∈dom（E）．Theneitherf（α）＝＋orf（α）＝一・Iff（α）＝＋，thenx∈％（α）  
and so乳F＝α（x）i．e．，9IF＝αf（α）（x）．Hence製巨α≡（α）（x）．Iff（α）＝－，then3年亀（α）and so  
9I岸α（x）i．e．，乳巨αf（α）（x）．Hence製F＝α亡（‘r）（x）・Inany caseitfo1lowsthat乳F＝αe（α）（x）・  
Sinceαis an arbitrary element of dom（吉），  
ⅥF＝＾a’，l。m（£）αミ（“），thatis，製F＝Cミ（x）・   
（⊆）Suppose．頭Ue＜僻Ⅹr，then疎弟for any＝＜f∈g・So x∈XfIfor some  
f′∈gandclearlythisf′牙e．Hencef′（α）如（α）forsome（r∈dom（e）・Iff′（α）＝＋（SO，  
＝（ce）＝－），then x∈9‡（α）i．e．，製E＝α（x）．Hence9Ⅰ勘r三（a）（x）・If f’（α）＝－（SO，…（α）＝＋），  
thentr＊％（α）i．e．，9i岸α（x）．Hence耽P＝α三（α）（x）・1nanycase，it followsalsothat乳岸  
α£（′r）（x）for someαin dom（王）・Thatis，  
頑∩〝油川L（り（∬∈l乳い乳巨〔rこ（くT）（可‡＝（t雷㈲：乱舞C巳（∬）i・  
［Proofof（ⅠⅤ）］From now on，for each type王1et先be asetl吋叫：乳F＝Ci（x）i・  
Suppose D∈凱 Wecan divide our proofintothe following twocasesaccordingto  
the form of D．  
Casel．β＝（ヨ旬）C∈（乙，）．  
D∈Piffd（＝）＝ibythedefinition of d（e），  
iffユ’J・＞Ed（f）＝iby（Ⅰ），  
iff u′＞E耳′＝亘，  






by（ⅠⅠⅠ）．Therefore窃＝克，thatis，乳E＝D．   
Conversely，SuPpOSeD＊r．ThenrD∈j3bythecompletenessoff；about¢・If  
（ヨiv）C占（V）∈r，then乳F＝（ヨiv）CE（V）bycasel・For thisreason堅陣（Qu）CE（V）i・e・，乳声D・  
If（ヨiv）C丘（V）＊r，thenr（ヨiv）C丘（v）∈PandrDi．e．「（Qv）Ce（V）∈P，SO d（E）＝〟by the  
de丘nitionofd（E）．Hence克≦K．Because  
先＝リノ・＞己Ⅹr＝斗け三d（′）≦〝  
byd（f）≦d（e）＝Giff＞ニ．Thus恵is not equalto或as或＝K．Thismeansthat  
歌声（Qu）Ce（v），thatis，敬f＝D．Now（IV）has been proved．   
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Finally we must prove that耽is a modelofr，butitis easilyshownbyuslng  
Our Main theorem．  
4．Compactness of thein丘nite quanti点er  
LetIlbe aninfinite set of sentencesin L of power示≧w，and r satisfies the  
following conditions（1）and（2）：   
（1）The predicate variables which occur freeinIT are丘nite．   
（2）The number of second orderquant沌ersandthenumberof且rstorderquan－  
tifiers，Which occurin the sentencesin r，are both bounded．  
Then the fo1lowing theor，ern holds．  
THEOREM（Compactness of thein丘nite quantiBer）：U Qisinte］Preted  
わ斤扇ねQ馳邪両耳汀，〃えgブ′Z／「加5α∽OdβJぴα柁（g〃7め，げαりJβアZ加ぶ～・∠∂ざ♂f〆JT加5α  
〃一Zクr7βJ．  
PROOF．Itis obvious by our Main theorem．   
Counterexamples：（i）The fo1lowing example of r shows that the condition  
（1）is necessary to pl・0Ve the above－mentioned theol・em．  
「（Q〃）α（ぴ），（∀〃）（α7乙（〃）⊃α（可）  







Whereicr，（r，l）往く．。areCOuntable fr－ee predicate variables．   
（ii）The following example of r shows that the condition（2）is necessary to  
the above・metioned theorem．  
／－’＝（「（Q〃）α（叫，「（ヨ∫〃）α（〃）：g＜（りト  
5．Interpolation theorem．  
1n this system L，We CannOt hopethatacut－elilnination theorem holds，but we  
Can PrOVe the followinginterpolation theorem．  
INTERPOLATlON THEOREM：S叫坤OSe tkatA（cr，β）audB（β，7・）arejirstm’dersen・  




PROOF．Let（ヨ吉）A（f，β）be the sentence obtained fromA（亡ビ，J3）by binding all  
α Which occurin ▲4（cr，Jヨ）・Suppose nfq（A）≦凡 then nfq（（］吉）A（E，β））≦K and   
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nsq（（ヨ∈）A（E，β））＝1．By our Main theorem，（］E）A（E，β）is equivalentin L to a  
Boolean combination C（β）of elementsin the following set：  
（（］叫Cこ（ぴ），（Q〃）Cミ（む）：オ＝0，1，…，2茸＋1；doITl（∈）＝†β＝・  
§4＝．A proof of Main theorem．  
Let L，1，L2be two objectlogicsobtainedfromLbyattachingl，2toevery sym－  
bol，eXCePtindividualvariables orlogicalconstants，ineveryformulainL・reSPeC－  
tively・IfAisaformulain L，byAtweshalldenotetheformuiain Liobtained  
fromAbyapplyingtheoperation statedabove（i＝1，2）．IfIlisaset offormulas  
in L，then by rL we shalldenote theset（Ai：A∈11lofformulasin Li・   
From these two objectlogics Ll，L2we construct the morphismlogic J＝  
J（Ll，L，2）bythe methodwhich hasexplicitly de丘nedin［4］・Thatis，We denneJ  
as follows：  
1．Formation rules for formulasin J．   
1．1）IfAisaformulain Landi＝1，2，then A£isa formulainJ・   
1．2）IfAand Bare formulasin oど，then rA，A∧Band AvBare fol－mulas  
illJ．   
1．3）If A（x）isa fol－mulainJand L7isaboundval－iablewhichdoesnotoccul－  
in A（x），then（∀u）A（V）and（ヨu）A（V）are formulasinJ・   
1．4）Allthe formulasinJare obtained froml・1ト1・3）・   
2．Axioms andinference rules for J．   
2．1）The axiom sequentsinJare thesequents of the fol一In rL→」L，Whcre  
r→」is a provable sequentin L andi＝1，2・   
2．2）The rules ofinferenceofJare defined as those for LK which are for－  
1nulatedin Gentzen’s style：Only the fo1lowing should be added to those．  
（→∀）′戸－・  
d（加眉（‡ノ））リ’－－」  
（∀→）   
（∀…）A（吉）リ1→」  
J「→」，A（加β（再）i  
（ヨ→）〔ヨ一，（→ヨ）   
ノ1→」，（ヨぞ）Aほ）官  
wherei＝1，2andαidoes not occurin thelower sequent．  
Now，Our Main theoremis easily proved by the following Theoremland the  
Interpolation theoremin MoTOHASHI［3］．  
MoTOHASHI’sINTERPOLATlON THEOREM：Let S be the set q／sentencesin L  
α乃dJβf研’＝†且1⊃g2：g∈S〉．S昭妙05β才力α才』岬●）みβ班βぶβf〆ざβ循ね乃Cβぶ紺ゐZcゐねc♂循・  
ぶわて祀ねdカⅥ7乃Su（T，⊥ト如d玖珂由覗 ∧，V 町勅諭符醐加＝ゾ助臓．拘γαタ呼ぶβク名・   
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ね7ヱC♂A，βよ乃んげ拍g♪ブ′0〆・βg〟γ♂〆  
少’＊，Al→βま（町＊云ざα．伽ょねs〝∂ぶβ才〆町）  
gs g如才ZCβ7官Cγeねれ拍g乃紺βCα乃∂鋸αg7Zαざβ乃ね7乙Cg C Z柁」（世●）co乃Cγβgゆ（少加蘭お  
柁C〟得加伽）5〟C滋子乃αg  
トムA→C（7乃d トムC→β．   
Letkbeanon・negativeinteger andlet虎bea finite sequenceofdistinct free  
predicate variables．Then we put  





Noticethat皮intheoremsbelowisthesamesequencewhichoccursin Main theorem．  
THEORE加Il：SヱJj坤βぶ♂班α才A g5（JSβチ由′～Cβ吉和エz′〃加ぶβカ′紺♪γβdgcαね〃αγ才α抽∫  
α柁α〟α肌β7‡g虎．エβ∠乃S曾（却≦Ⅳα乃d乃′す（A）≦∬・7施用  
Jて2八’（∬＋1ト1；皮）トJAユ≡A2．   
Note：Theoremlmeans that Al＝A2is provable from r（2N（K＋1）－1；6）in J  
primitive recursivelyaccording totheformof A・（In thefollowing theoremsand  
lemmas，the similar notes work．）   
In order to proveTheoreml，itissu魚cient to showthat the followlngTheo－  
rem2holds．Let．宕＝〈xl，・”，J：p〉，針＝く肌，・・・，yl，）be丘nite sequences of distinct free  
individualvariables which have no common variables．Then we put  





r（2ガ（∬＋1）－1；軌r（虎；動牒）トJA（虎γ≡A（の2．   
Theorem2can be easily provedbyinductionon thecomplexity ofA（5），uSing the  




r（ゐ；郎，r（虎；虎∧∬，針y）トJA（虎，頑1≡A（訊y）3，   
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g加花子カ♂′わ′わ相方7名g（1）α乃d（2）ノわ〟：   
（1）r（点；覇，r（虎；烹，釦トJ（Q〃）A（盃，が）1≡（Q即）A（訊む）2，   
（2）Jl（ゐ；の，r（虎；烹，のトJ（］少）A（烹，む）1≡（ヨ〃）A（飢げ．  
LEMMA4：エeオα あβα 乃β打力瑠βかⅥdねαねびαγ云αみgβ紺ゐまcゐゐ郎乃0オ♂CC〟γ去乃虎．  
Sz匂坤0ざβA（鳶，皮，α）言gαノb乃乃〟gαブ乃上郷／わぶβ♪ββ 〃αわαゐJβざ α柁 αJJα∽♂乃g虎，虎α乃d  




PROOF OF LEMMA3．We putI’＝r（h；虎）ur（虎；鳶，9）and assume thatallof  
the hypothesis of Lemma3．   
［Proof of（1）］In order to prove（1），by the symmetryitsu伍ces to show that  
rトJ（Qぴ）A（虎，む）1→（Q〃）A（針げ  ［1］  
Byinduction on thelengthof皮itis easilyseen that  
V血机（両度C占（∬）  
is provablein L／，SO We have  
トレ4（盃，∬）≡V伽〝と（り；腐（A（烹，∬）∧C‘（∬））．   
On the other hand，We know by（iii）of Lemmain§1that for any formulas B，C  
in エ  
トム（Q〃）（β（即）VC（可）≡（Qぴ）β（〃）∨（Q〃）C（む）  
holds．Therefore we can get  
トム（Qが）A（阜ル）≡V血丁粕）；占（Qむ）（A（虎，即）＜C‘（ぴ））．  
Hence，allwe need to proveis that  
ノ’トJVd。机…芸皮（Q乙り（A（烹，ぴ）＜C加））1→（Q〃）A（軌即）2  ［2］   
To show this［2］，We muSt prOVethat for anyarbitraryfixed type E SuCh that  
dolll（£）＝侃  
rトJ（Q可（A（戌，〃）∧C丘（〃））1→（Q〃）A（飢〃）2．   
Fl－Om（Q）－rule and（viii）of Lemmain§1，it follows obviouslythat  
トム（Qが）（d（虎，ぴ）∧C£（ぴ））→（］釘）（ぴ≠虎∧A（虎，が）∧C‘（〃））∧（Qぴ）C‘（〃），  
［3］   
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and henceitis enough toprove thefollowing［4］in order toshow［3〕，Where v≠虎  
is anabbreviation for v≠xl＜・・・∧v≠xp．（Weshallusesimilarabbreviationsbelow．）  
Jlト∫ぷ≠ユ盃，A（盃，幻1，CE（幻1，（Qぴ）Cミ（可1→（Qむ）A（凱び）2   
Itis easily proved that for any Bin r（皮；虎∧x，9∧3／），  
JlトJ∬≠1こ宕，y≠2凱C庸）1，C血）2→β  
holds，and since the hypothesisstates that：  
r（ゐ；郎，r（虎；虎∧∬，針訂）トJA（虎，珂1－－－→A（乱打）2，  




Whencewe get the following［6］：  
rトJ∬≠1こ宕，C‘（∬）1，A（盃，∬）1→（∀〃）（ぴ≠狩＜C亘（む）⊃A（否，可）2  ［6］   
Moreover，by（iv）and（vii）of Lemmain§1  
（Qむ）（ぴ≠密∧C‘（〃）），（∀む）（〃≠タ∧C£（〃）⊃A（否，ぴ））→（Q〃）A（飢〃）  
and  
（Q釘）Cモ（ぴ）→（Q〃）（ぴ≠葺∧C‘（わ）   
are both provablein L，then the following［7］and［8］hold．  
ト1（Qv）（V≠否∧Cg（V））3，（∀u）（V≠9∧C丘（u）⊃A（9，V））2→（Qu）A（9，乙））2   ［7］
ト∫（Q〃）C‘（〃）2→（Q〝）（〃≠評∧CE（〃））2  ［8］  
Applying acut－rulebetween［6］and［7］，andnextbetweentheobtainedse（1uentand  




0bviously holds，WeCan get［4］byapplying acut－rule between［9］and［10］．   
［Proof of（2）］To show（2），bythe symmetryitis su伍cientto prove that  
rトエ（ヨ〃）A（虎，可1→（ヨ〃）A（否，〃）2，  
and so，  
rトJA（虎，∬）1→（ヨぴ）A（否，げ．  ［1］  
Sincea＝㌻盃Vx≠虎isobviouslyprovableinL，itsu魚ces toprovethefo1lowing［2］  
and［3］inordertoshow［1］，Wherex＝虎isanabbreviationfor∬＝X，∨…Vx＝X。．  
J’ト∫∬＝lみA（虎，可1→（ヨぴ）A（訊〃）2  
［2］   
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J【’トJ∬≠1虎，A（盃，∬）ユー→（ヨぴ）A（タ，〃）2  ［3コ  
While，it follows from the assumption that for anyieil，・・・，P），  
／「ト∫A（烹，∬i）1→A（謬，γ豆）2  
and so，  
Jlト∫∬＝1ユ：ゎA（盃，可1→A（凱的）2．   
Applying（→ヨ），for eachi∈〈1，・・・，P）  
Jlト∫∬＝1釣，A（盃，∬）1→（ヨ〃）A（凱即）望  
holds，and we get  
／’トJ∬＝1jラ，A（虎，可1→（ヨぴ）A（汎ル）2  
by（∨→）．  
Therefore，allwe have to dois to prove［3］only．Since Vd。軌（s）；aCg（x）is pro－  
Vablein L，in orderto show［3］，it su氏ces to provethat for eachtype E SuCh that  
dom（∈）＝皮，  
ノ’トJ∬≠1上戸，C£（∬）1，A（ご君，可1→（ヨぴ）A玖〃）2  ［4］ぞ   
holds．Let6be a type such that dom（s）＝虎．Above［4Lis provedif we show the  
following［5］：  
／’トJ∬≠i．否，CE（こげ→（ヨぴ）（ぴ≠タ∧C‘（ぴ））3  ［5］  
The reasonis as follows：Sinceitis obviously seen that  
J「トJ甘≠巧，C血）3，∬≠1」宕，CE（∬）1，A（あ頑1→Aく軌y）2，  
if we firstapply（→ヨ）to this sequent，neXt do（∧→）andlast do（ヨ→），then we  
get  
JlトJ（ヨぴ）（ぴ≠謬∧CE（即））2，∬≠1烹，C由）1，A（鳶，可1→（ヨ〃）A（針げ．  ［6］  
Applying a cut－rule between［5］and［6］，We Can COnClude that［軋holds．In order  
to show［5］，Since  
V雷；。（ヨ物）C‘（〃）＞（∧告芸。「（ヨZぴ）C£（わ）   
is provablein L，itis adequate to prove that for eachi（0≦i≦k），  
√’トJ（ヨ旬）C∈（即）1，∬≠1上菅，C。（∬）1→（ヨが）（即≠否＜C亡（可）ま  ［7］i  
holds and  
／1トJ∧告＝。「（ヨ£ぴ）Cこ（ぴ）1，∬≠1盃，C亡（∬）l→（ヨ〃）（ぴ≠♂∧C丘（が））B  ［7］   
［7］obviously holds becausethelength of鳶（＝1ength of9）is equaltol，，Which we  
know to beless than or equalto k，and［7］。also holds．The proofis therefore  
COmpletedif we prove［7］ifor eachisuch thatl≦i≦k．   
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Fixanarbitraryisuch thatl≦i≦k．To prove［7］i，We need only show that  
for any new freeindividualvariables zl，・・・，Zi，  
rトJ々（gl，…，g電）2，C。（gl）2，…，Cg（z官）2，（ヨ旬）C亡（可1，  
∬≠1盃，C…（わ1→gl≠2謬，‥・，Z£≠法否．  




which willfollowif weshowthat：if rl，‥・，riare any elementsinil，…，Pl，  
rトJ布（gl，…，g宜）2，C血）3，‥・，C∈（z宜）2，（ヨ旬）CE（〃）1，∬≠1こ碧，  
CE（可1，Zl＝2γrl，…，Z宜＝‰√→・  ［8］五  
Letrl，‥・，rEbeelementsin（1，・‥，Pi．Ifrb＝11for somes，tSuCh thats≠t，then［8］i  
isobviouslytrue・Hence wemayassume thatr8≠れifs＊t，thatis，rl＝1，・‥，ri＝i・  
after some exchangingif necessary．Then［8］iis  
rトJ布（gl，…，署名）3，Cg（gl）2，…，C£（窮）2，（ヨ旬）Cこ（叫1，  
∬≠1こた，C‘（カ1，gl＝2肌，‥・，g乞＝2机→・  
By the way，  
ト上之l＝2yl，…，gi＝2的，布（gl，…，之i）2，C王（gl）2，…，CE（窮）2  
→（布（yl，…，雛）∧C血1）∧…＜C血豆））2  
Clearly holds，and hence，in order to show［8］i′，itis enoughto prove that  
rトJ布（yl，…，机）2，CE（肌）2，…，C血豆）3，（ヨ旬）C‘（可1，  
∬≠1虎，C亡（カユー→．   
Moreover，itis easily seen that  
I7ト＿rId（yl，・・・，yi）2→X仇≠1xn for anyl≦m＜n≦i  
and  
Z7ト1Ce（y，）2・・・・・・・→CE（x，）1for anyl≦r≦i  
hold．Hence we get  
rトJ布（机，…，机）2，C血1）2，‥・，C血宜）2  
→（布（釣，…，∬電）∧C∈（∬1）＜…∧C‘（∬乞））1．   
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Whichwi11followimmediatelyif we show that  
トムね（∬1，…，∬宜），C£（∬1），…，C丘（∬£），（ヨ旬）CE（ぴ），∬≠盃，C∈（∬）→，  
but this holds evidently．Therefore Lemma3is here proved．  
Next we sha11丘rstgive asublemma and a de丘nition which we need to prove  
Lemma4．  








Where Y＿≦j≦i－Y十．   
（3）（「（ヨ旬）A（可‡…彗1，「（Qぴ）A（む），々（yl，…，yp），（A（甘））y∈王－  
→（ヨ∈）（β（…）∧（ヨ旬）ぎ（〃）），  
Where y十≦ブ≦ゐ．   
（4）（「（ヨ旬）A（ガ））得1，「（Qぴ）A（む），布（yl，…，yp），（A（甘））γ∈r  
→（ヨぞ）（か（∈）＜（ヨ旬）（A（〃）∧「紳））），  




Where y十≦ブ．  
（7）（Qが）A（ぴ），布（机，…，yp），（A（扇‡y∈y→（ヨ∈）（β（∈）∧（ヨ旬）（A（ぴ）∧「綽））），  




where（］＞k2））A（v）is an abbreviation for  
（ヨ〃1）…（ヨ恥十1）（布（〃1，…，仇－ト1）∧A（ぴ1）∧…∧A（侮十1））・   
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PROOFOFSuBLEMMA．（1）We may assumep≦i．Letm＝i－Pandn＝j－㌘」，  
so n≦m．We take m distinct freeindividualvariables al，・L・a，l，…，alR Which are  
notin Yand do not occurin A（x）．Let F（a）be a formula  
（∨封∈r十α＝γ＞∨デコ1α＝α，・）＜∧粥ト調≠肌へ∧ジヒ′…〝≠〝r・   
Then，itis easily shown that  
トム（ヨ旬）A（封），句（机，‥・，yp，勘，…，α皿），（A（y））訂∈y，（A（α丁・）粍l  
→β（加ダ（〃））＜（ヨ旬）ダ（ぴ）．  
Applying（→ヨ），We get  
トェ（］匂）A（〃），布（肌，…，yp，勘，…，α軌），（A（y））粥y，（A（αγ））毘1  
－→（ヨ∈）（β（き）＜（ヨ互）ぎ（ぴ））．  
We divideld（yl，…，yP，al，・‥，am）into布（yl，‥・，yP），1d（al，…，am）＾＾一≦拗Lai≠yjin the  
l≦J≦p  
antecedentinthissequent．Next，COnneCtingId（al，・・，，am）∧∧i．jai≠yjand a1lof the  
elementsin（A（ar）〉T＝1by＜in the antecedent and applying（］→）in turn，Since  
al，…，am do not occurin any of（ヨiu）A（V），Iq（yl，・・・，yP），anyA（y），（y∈Y），We get  
トム（］旬）A（〃），句（肌，…，yp），（A（γ））訂∈i▼，  
（ヨ仇）…（ヨび刑）（布（仇，…，ぴm）∧∧l≦i≦mび官≠yノ＜∧l≦i≦丁几A（机）） 1≦J≦p  
一→（ヨ∈）（βほ）＜（ヨ旬）ぞ（〃））．   
On the other hand，We have  
トム（ヨ£〃）A（即）→（ヨ〃ユ）…（ヨ〃隅）（布（〃1，…，〃肌）∧∧1≦i≦読仇≠鋸∧∧l≦働IA（仇））・  
1≦ブ≦p  
by m＋P＝i．Hence，by using a cut－rule，it follows that  
トム（ヨ旬）A（即），布（yl，…，yp），〈A（y）〉甘∈y→（ヨぞ）（刀（∈）∧（］旬）拍））．  
We can prove（2ト（7）in the same mannerin which we could（1）．   
（10）We take a free unary predicate variableαWhich does not occurin A（x）  
and consider the following formula F（a）：  
A（α）＜（α（α）＞Vy∈y十α＝y）＜∧粥γ－α≠y．  





（A（甘）†y∈r→（ヨ∈）（か（ぎ）∧（Qぴ）紳）＜（Qひ）（A（即）＜「紳）））．   





Therefore，byapplyinga cut－rule between thissequentand our axiom sequent for  
Q and the second orderquanti丘er ヨ：  
（Qが）A（〃）→（ヨ∈）（（Qが）（A（む）∧紳））＜（Q〃）（A（〃）∧「鋤）））  
We get  
トム（Q〃）A（〃），布（肌，…，的），〈A（如）y∈r  
→（ヨき）（かほ）＜（Q〃）…頼）∧（Qぴ）（A（〃）＜「紳）））．   
（8），（9）are easily shown from（10）by using（Viii）of Lemmain§1．  
DEFINITION．Let X be a 丘nite set of freeindividualvariables．A set A of  
formulasin Lis a co7ナゆIete equaliiy set（we callan XIset for short）if A satis丘es  
the following conditions（1），（2）：   
（1）∬＝y∈』or∬≠y∈』for any∬，訂∈Ⅹ   
（2）Ifwe de丘ne the relation dby  
XAyif and onlyif x＝y∈A，for any x，y∈X，  
then Ais an equlValence relation on X  
If Aisan Xset，then by n（A）we mean the number of equivalence classes of X  
l〕さ・J．  
PROOF OF REMMA4・In the followlng，We aSSume thatallof the hypothesis  
Of Lemma4andlet r＝［（2k＋1；虎）ur（虎；烹，9）for simplicity．By the symmetry，  
it su航ces to show that  
rト∫（］∈）A（盃，虎，引ユ→（ヨ∈）A博，皮，引2，  ［1］  
If we prove the following［2］，［1］isshown from［2］byapplyinganinfer・enCe rule  
（ヨ→）for the secondorderquanti丘erin our morphismlogicJ：  
rト∫A（虎，虎，α）1→（ヨ∈）A（飢虎，∈）2  ［2］   
So，WeShallshow［2］．Let g be‡丁：dom（T）＝虎∧α〉．In ordertoprove［2］，Since  
X＝y＞x≠yand VfEgCf（x）are bothprovableinL，itisenoughtodemonstrate that  
foranypartition（．芯）：打Of X＝（xl，‥・，3p〉and anyXset A，  
rトJが，（Cr（∬，皮∧α）り∬∈gr．r。ど，A（盃，虎，α）1→（粥）Aほ，皮，ぞ）2  ［3］  
In theantecedent of［3］，if x∈芯，X′∈見・，丁≠T′andx＝1x′∈Aユ，then［3］clearユyholds；   
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andif x∈芯，X′∈Ⅹ．，丁≠T′and x≠1x′∈Al，then x≠1ユ7′ need not occurin Al．Hence  
We may take A as a set of芳一SetS（丁∈g），thatis，allwe need toproveis that foI－  
any set（A，）r∈g SuCh that Aris a Xi－Set for each T∈g，  
J’ト∫（』rl）ご∈汀，（Cr（∬，虎∧α）1iぶ叫，r。汀，A（二万，虎，α）1→（ヨ‡）A（夢，虎，ぴ  ［4］  
holds・Then weshallde丘nellf（β，n）foreach mapffroma丘niteset（丁：dom（e）＝  




Since for any T∈g，  
（V雷＝。（］iv）CT（u）＞（Qu）Cr（V））＞（∧雷＝。「（ヨiu）CT（u）∧「（Qv）Cr（V））   
is provablein L，in order to prove［4］itis su魚cient to show that for any map f  
from（T：dom（丁）＝虔∧α）to（0，1，・・・，k，k＋1，W〉，  
rトJi〟）丁甜，（Cr（∬，皮∧α）1）昔∈∬T，r∈ど，r′（虎∧α，勧1，A（虎，虎，α）l→（ヨ∈）A（飢虎，引2・［5］ノ、  
For each T∈g，1et yibe the set of y’s which corresponds toこと’sin葦．Then  
（n）r∈gis obviously a partition of Y＝（yl，・‥，yP）．Let A｛2be the set of formulas  
Obtained from ATlby replacing x’swhich occursinformulasinArlby y’s andlby  
2．（This obtained set ATis a n－Set．）We丘Ⅹa maPf from（丁：dom（了）＝皮∧α）to  
（0，1，…，h，k＋1，W）．Clearly，for any BinIl（k；皮∧α）uIl（皮∧α；虎，g）  
トJ仏1）一打，（CT（∬，虎∧α）1）ェ∈才一，T甜，r∫（虎∧α，刺1，  
（』r2）r。ど，（Cr（肌虎∧α）21y∈yr，r∈訂，r′（虎∧α，ゐ）2→β  
holds．Tberefore，by uslng the hypothesis which states that  
r（ゐ；皮∧α），r（皮∧α；虎，のトJA（盃，虎，α）1→A晩皮，α）2，   
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Whereど＝（s：dom（£）＝可，‡＝＝∪（〈（r，＋〉†，三‾＝EU（〈α，－〉）andso Y｛＝Yf㌻∪‡1－．Then  
We Write the formula，Whichis obtained by connecting a1lof the elementsin  
（‘r2（y））yer£・．E∈qU（「‘r2（y）〉y∈Yc－，亡∈・and／’′（庁∧α，k）2by八，aS  
∧（†α（甘））〟∈】′‘＋．∈∈ノUi「rr（〃）1〝甘；－．。∈Jリノ【’′（托′叫烏））ヨ・  
Since（Y20CCurSin this formulaonlyin theantecedent of［7］，by applying（ヨ→）to  




A（盃，免α）1→（ヨ…）A（飢α，…）2．  ［8］  
Therefore，if we show that  
ノ「トJidrl）丁軌（Cr（∬，虎∧α）1）∬∈∬r．一打ノー′（がα，呵1  
→（ヨき）＜（l紬））y∈｝▼‘十川言Ulr紬）〉ひ∈上・仁一パ∈J山一ノ・（虎∧き，ゐ））2，  ［9］  
then［5］fis provedin the following manner・Itis easily seen that  
IT（皮；虎，否）トJiArl）r∈g→Er2for any Er2∈Ar2，anyで∈g  
and  
r（皮；烹，9）ト1（CE（x，ef）1）∬。X＆．E。ゴ→Ce（y，a）3foranyy∈Y；，any6∈8・  




Where＜〈AT）reg，∧iCE（y，皮））粥Y‘．e。3are formulas obtained by connecting allof the  




in the antecedentin a sequent similarly to the case of  
‡Cr（肌皮∧α）2）訂∈rT，丁打，   
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it follows that  
／’（虎；烹，のトJ仏1〉丁。ご，（Cr（∬，虎′■＼（Y）1‡∬。．rT，丁打  
→（∧†」丁‡丁∈F／へ＼∧（C三（肌∠瑚〟。｝′∈．三∈ご）2  こ10］  
By using a cut－rule between［10］and the sequent obtained from［8］by applying  
（∧→）afinite number of times，We get  
ハ讃；烹，釦トJ甘1）ご打，iCr（∬，舟へ可1）．ガ∈▲rr．丁打，ノ’．r（皮∧α，桝1，   
（ヨ‡）∧（i紬））y∈－，£－，£∈、フ∪（「‡（甘）‡〝∈｝・三－．ミ∈」1しり’∫（舟へ…，郎）2，  
A（烹，皮，α）1一→（ヨ‡）⊥4（訊皮，ぞ）2  ［11］  
Applyingacut・rulebetween［11］and［9］，［5］fis shownif we notice that r（虎；烹，9）  
is a subset of r．   
We shallprove［9］．Itis adequate for our purposes to prove that for any map  
g from†ご：dom（£）＝皮）to†0，1，…，2k＋1，2（k＋1），a）i，  
／‾’ト∫（」rl〉丁甜，iCT（∬，虎へα）1）∬笹，。∈ゾ，J’．r（虎′へα，ゐ）1，r甘（虎，2烏＋1）1   
一→（］…）∧（（紬））〝∈y＝一‥ミ∈ ∪（「紬”〟∈王・∈・パ∈－UJ’′（虎∧∈，烏））3  ［12］Ⅳ  
We丘Ⅹan arbitrary map g from（三：dom（E）＝戌）to（0，1，＝■，2（k＋1），W）．   
For each…∈ど，We take afree unarypredicate variableJ3巴anddefine aformula  
薫（βE）in the following way・Firstlet De（jヨE）be a formula  
（V〃）鱗（〃）⊃C正（即））＜∧〃。y£・「∫∋血）＜人肌持・ミー「ノ36（め・  






且（β∈）：且（βぞ）∧（ヨ＞呵βe（が）∧（ヨ＞旬）（CE（ぴ）∧「β三（ぴ））・   
Case4．f（E＋）＝k＋1，f（E‾）＝a，・  
武（β8）：a偶）＜（ヨ＞旬）βg（〃）∧（Qぴ）（C古（〃）∧「ノヨミ（〃））・   
Case5．′（∈つ＝叫′（∈‾）＝ゐ＋1．  
薫（ββ）：且（β‘）∧（Q可βぞ（ぴ）∧（ヨ＞たわ（C全（ガ）＜「β已（〃））・   
Case6．′（ミ十）＝′（£‾）＝肌  
薫（ノヨ∈）：且偶）∧（Q可βE（即）∧（Qひ）（Cg（即）∧「β∈（可）．   
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LetF（a）＝＞ミ。溝（a）．Then we get  
√’ト∫甘1〉㌻∈コー，（Cr（∬，皮∫h）1〉J∈．でご．r。J，ノ’＿r（皮八（r，ゐ）】，  
ノ1ぴ（皮，2ゐ＋1）1，（薫（′ぴ〉。。－・  
→∧（（ダ（抽′∈‡・古∴，三。フ∪〈「ダ（折‡〝。Irど－．ど。・∪／’ノ甘1加ダ（〃），ゐ））2・   ［13］  
By applying（→ヨ），it fo1lows that  
ノ’トJリアl‡r∈汀，iCT（∬，腐′、α）1）甘rT，r∈汀，ノ’ノ甘＼α，桝1，  
J’〝（斤，2ゐ＋1）1，i薫（ノヨe）2）咤さ－  
→（ヨ‡）∧（i紬）‡〝∈r£．ご∈Uir‡旬）〉y∈｝・こ－，三∈・U／’．／（皮、、‡，鋸）雲・  ［14］  
Since allof theelementsof（／3e2Iご。ごare mutua11y distinctin theantecedelltin［14］，  
by applying（ヨ→）toeveryI3三20ne by one，We Can get  
／1トJ（」rl〉r∈汀，iCr（∬，正一Lα）1〉J。．rご．r∈うー，／’ノ（釘＼α，鋸1，  
ノ’’ク（虎，2ゐ＋1）1，i（ヨ‡）薫（‡）2†三∈．・  
→（ヨき）∧（（紬）〉y。r£∴ヱ。．ごUir‡h）〉〝紆ミー．ヱ∈ニ〉∪／’．r（虎′へぎ，刺）2・   ［15］  
In ordertoshow［12］。，therefore，itissu伍cient toprovethatforeach E∈ど，  
rト∫d∴，」∴，1C£▲r（ユ：，がα）1）∬∈∬丘・・－，iC∈－（∬，虎′■、α）1‡∬∈∬ニー，  
／‾’′（虎へα，利1，J「〝（皮，2烏＋1）1→（］…）蔦ほ）2．  ［1軋  
Now we丘Ⅹan arbitrary E∈8and we shallprove［16L．We丘rst note the fol－  
lowingfact．Itis enoughto check that［16］e holdsfor each case of Casel－Case  
6in accordance with the de丘nition ofダE（＊），and further we can divide the proofs  
Of Caseland Case2into three subcases，reSPeCtively，aCCOrding to the value of  
g（e）．Then，insubcasel．lof Casel（i．e．f（e十）≦k andg（e）≦2h＋1），［16］∈Clearly holds  
if n（Ae．）＞f（e＋）or n（4＿）＞g（E）－f（s＋），and hence we may assume that n（A汗）≦f（ミ’1  
and n（基＿）≦g（e）－f（が）；Similarlyin subcase2．lof Case2（i．e．f（E－）≦k and g（e）≦  
2k＋1），We may aSSume that n（Ag＿）≦f（∈‾）and n（武＋）≦g（e）－f（£‾）．  




then we can getthefollowingsequentin thesamewayin which we get［10］：  
r（虎；虎，のトJ』∴，基㌧，（C∈（∬，刺1‡∬∈∫∈  
→（∧』三下∪』仁一∧∧甘。yeC血，皮））2，  
wherein the succedent武十，Ae＿are y；．：Set，yL－Set，reSPeCtively，and＾A。＋UAe－  
meanstheconJunCtionofalltheelementsin A亡－トUA巨・Moreover，if weexpressthe   
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formula obtained by connecting allof the elements of ry（虎，2k＋1）with∧by  
ノヘ／1リ（虎，2ゐ＋1），thell  
／’（2点＋1；正）卜Jイ’r錘，2ゐ＋1）し一→（∧／1ぴ（斤，2ゐ＋1））2  
holds．Iience we get  
／’ト∫」∴，」∴，iCミ（∬，覇1）∬。g8，／’〝（虎，2烏＋1）1  
→（ノしLu」い∧∧y。y∈C。（肌虎）∧∧／1Ⅳ（虎，2ゐ＋1））2・  
In order to show［16］三，therefore，it su魚ces to prove that  
／1ト∫（」£∪武一）2，iC血，皮）2）〃。y£，ノ’伊（斤，2ゐ＋1）2，√’′（皮八α，勅1，  
（α1（瑚也町，（「α1（∬））昔。∬。－→（ヨ…）薫（ぎ）2，  
and so  
ト∫（」£－∪武一）2，iC血，即）〃勘，ノ’伊（斤，2烏＋け」→（ヨ‡）薫ほ）3，  






bethesetsconsistingofallrepresentative elements of equivalence classes of y…  
lヽ′／ヽノ′ヽ′′ヽ′ Yi＿，reSPeCtively andletYe＝Ye．uY冨＿．Then we may substitute Yこby Yein the  
antecedentin［18］．The reasonisin the following．Since，for any y∈yt，thereis  
′ヽノ  
夢∈Y亡SuCh that y＝謬∈武＋UA＆＿，it follows that  
トム』ぞ＋∪武一，iCEは，虎）‡誌㌘‘→C血，虔）  
for any y∈Y；，and so，We get  
トェ』gト∪4－，（Cg（否，皮”誌㌘丘→∧野∈y‘C血，虎）・  
Hence，applying acut・ru1ebetweenthissequentand thesequentobtained from［18］  
by connecting allof theelements of  
iC血，皮）†y。Ir£  
′ヽ′ by＜wegetthesequent obtained from［18］by substituting Y庄for Y：・Further，  
／‾■■－－＿／ ／一、＿／  
we mayreplace Ag．u∠JE＿by AE．UAs＿，Where Aざ→一UAE－isthesetobtainedfromAe＋U  
Ae＿byeliminatingalloftheformulasofformx＝y・Inother words，tO Show［18］，  
itis su航cient to prove that  
／‾、＿．／  
トェ』‘十∪4riC血，剣‡y勘，r灯（皮，2ゐ＋1）一→（粥）薫（ぞ）・  
Clearly，for anyi，j such thatl≦i≦n（A汗），1≦j≦n（4－），  
［19］   
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／‾■、＿′／  
トム読＋∪∠し，（C血，可）〝。汽→肌∈hト≠yノ与－  





Theformulawhichisobtainedbyconnecting∧i．jyもa3≠yjS‾and allof the elements  
／‾－、＿／  
Of Ae．uAe＿by＜is equivalent to  
布（y㌣，…，脇息＋），即1ミ‾，…，y；こ。己－））  
in L，and hence allwe need to proveis that the following［20］holds：  
トム布（肌こ十，‥■，甘㌫」‘十，，肌色‾，‥・沌后」仁一）），‡C血，虎）〉碕，  
ノ’ダ（虎，2烏＋1）一→（ヨぎ）賞（…）・  ［20］  















Thisisalso trivialby（6）ofSublemma．  
Case2．f（eN）≦k．In this case，（ヨE）凡（f）is  
（ヨぞ）（βg結）∧（ヨ′（E‾）7J）（Cg（ガ，虎）∧「紳）））．   
It su疏ces to check three subcases according tothevalueofg（£）inthesamemanner  
to Casel．  
Case3．f（＝．L）＝f（E‾）＝k十1，工n thiscase，（ヨ…）F£（E）is   
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（ヨぎ）（且（き）∧（］＞物）紳）∧（ヨ＞た可（CE（〃，虎）∧「紳）））′  
and g（三）＝2（h＋1）．Hence［20］is  
トム布（yl己‘－，…，〟；言」£－〕），（C血，覇）訂∈戸£，（「（ヨ叫CE（〃，皮））…誓1，  
「（Qぴ）C∈（〃，皮）→（］…）（β。ほ）∧（ヨ＞旬）紳）＜（ヨ＞呵（C∈（〃，皮）＜「∈（ぴ）））．  
Thisis also clear by（5）of Sublemma．  
Case4．f（E‾）＝h＋1，f（e－）＝（u．In this case，（ヨ‡）F：（∈）is  
（］∈）（a（‡）／＼（］＞り紳）∧（Q〃）（C£（ぴ，皮）∧「‡（が））ト   
and g（6）＝臥 Hence［20］is  
トム布（机∈卜，…，y；㍍J‘－）），iC£（肌皮））〝∈㌘E，（Q〃）C£（が，虎）  
→（］∈）（∂eほ）＜（］＞旬）‡（〃）∧（Q〃）（C。（〃，虎）∧「ぎ（〃））ト   
Thisis obvious by（8）of Sublemma．  
Case5．f（√）＝W，f（｛）＝h十1．This caseis a dualcase of Case4and soitiseasily  
Shown by（9）of Sublemma．  
Case6．f（＝f）＝f（三1＝W．In this case，（ヨ言）F丘（…）is  
（ヨ‡）（丑（吉）∧（Qぴ）綽）∧（Qが）（C∈（〃，虎）∧「‡（〃））），   
and u（三）＝（u．Hence［20］is  
トム布（y∴…，訂；㍍Jg－）），‡CE（肌皮）‡硫，（Q〃）C£（〃，虎）  
→（ヨ…）（かミ（∈）∧（Q〃）き（ぴ）∧（Qぴ）（C8（む，庁）∧「紳）））．   
Thisis also clear by（1．0）of Sublemma．  
Our proof of Lemma4is here completed and sois ourpl・00fofMaintheoremA  
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